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Prior to TEM, I went with my family for a long weekend in London 
– an extended family-fun-summer-city-break, plus charging the 
batteries for Istanbul. We filled our four day trip with Big Ben, West-
minster Abbey, the London Eye, and shopping sprees at Selfridges 
and M&M’s World at Leicester Square, where I bought this precious 
Star Wars Chocolate “Mpire” coffee mug, this year’s unofficial mas-
cot and talisman of our conference. We enjoyed awesome food and 

beverages at Fish & Chipper, Jamie’s Diner, Five Guys and Cinnamon 
Soho.

However, much of our trip to London was spent seeing exhibitions. We arrived Thursday afternoon, 
and spent that entire evening at the Late Shift at the National Portrait Gallery. Our London Saturday 
consisted almost entirely of exhibitions; the morning was filled with A Royal Welcome at Bucking-
ham Palace (this summer’s special exhibit), and the whole afternoon was dedicated to William 
Turner at the Tate Britain. Our Sunday morning destination was Greenwich Park, home of the Royal 
Greenwich Museums, and the highlight for my sons was the museum ship Cutty Sark. (Wanna know 
what we did on Friday? Wait till the end of this text.)

Open any city magazine, whether it might be from London, Paris, New York or Singapore, browse 
through any airline magazine, open the leisure pages in your Sunday newspaper, and you‘ll find 
that exhibitions are the cultural magnets of cities; tourism boards often build their campaigns 
around major shows in galleries and museums.

London is the city that has mastered the art of cultural marketing. If you need proof, go online at 
www.visitlondon.com/autumn and watch the trailer for the “autumn season.” It also comes as no 
surprise that London‘s museums, galleries and theatres are the most googled in the world. As you 
travel around London, you see adverts for temporary exhibitions everywhere; they‘re a major feature 
of the capital‘s cultural offering, and cover a wide range of subjects. Some of these exhibitions will 
attract large audiences, while others will struggle to reach the visitor numbers they‘d hoped for. Some 
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will even see their visitor numbers fluctuate widely at different points in their run. Why is this? What 
makes an exhibition successful?

To help us answer these questions, our TEM opening speaker on Friday 11th September is Gerri 
Morris, of Morris Hargreaves McIntyre consulting. While discussing the importance of exhibitions 
in cities, in this session, Gerri will share insights from the largest survey of temporary exhibitions 
ever undertaken, exploring why people go to exhibitions and who their audience is. She‘ll also offer 
insights into how museums and galleries can effectively engage with and grow their audiences. It will 
be a fascinating and fantastic talk to kick off the meeting!

“The importance of exhibitions in cities” – that’s a great motto for this year’s TEM.

Oh, and before I forget: Our Friday in London was Secret Cinema’s The Empire Strikes Back. The 
event is as long as a Richard Wagner opera, and you already need to be dressed appropriately in the 
afternoon. I‘m not allowed to tell you what exactly we saw and did, because it‘s a secret. But I can tell 
you: Book a ticket (the empire is striking back until September 27th), and then book the next flight 
from Istanbul to London. Secret Cinema brews up a mix of film, exhibition and dining … all the 
elements of something unforgettable.

Welcome to Episode IV of The Touring Exhibitions Meeting!

 

Christoph Scholz and everybody at SC Exhibitions & IEG

PS: Tweet me @ChristophScho
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Gerri Morris:
“ The importance of  

exhibitions in cities”
Gerri is one of the UK’s leading arts management consultants, having 
worked at a management, advisory and consultancy level for over 30 years. 
During this time she has been at the forefront of thinking and manage-
ment practice in the arts.

Throughout her career, she has pioneered the development of audience focus, values-based 
segmentation, collaboration and consortia working, marketing and audience development 
particularly in the museums and galleries sector, evaluation of the visitor experience and 
the use of qualitative and quantitative research to develop audience insight. She has been a 
tireless champion of the audience and, through her work on organisational development, 
her writing and training, she has been instrumental in the professional development of 
many arts practitioners.

She established Morris Hargreaves McIntyre in 1997 with Jo Hargreaves and Andrew 
McIntyre, building one of the largest and most successful strategic cultural management 
and research consultancies in the world.

Gerri’s strengths lie in her audience focus, her strategic insight and her analytical and 
planning skills. She is an excellent communicator and enormously experienced in facilita-
tion. She has led on projects for clients that include Tate, the British Museum, the London 
National Museums Research Project, National Trust, Arts Council England, Actionaid and 
the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS).

She has published a number of key publications in the sector, including Taste Buds: How to 
Cultivate the Art Market for Arts Council England. She is also a popular international trai-
ner having, delivered training programmes as far afield as the Phillipines, Vietnam, Thai-
land, Kazakhstan, Korea, Australia, New Zealand, Slovakia, Hong Kong and Abu Dhabi.

Read more here: www.mhminsight.com

September 11, 2015
TEM 2015
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Tim Leberecht:
“The Business Romantic”
Is your business romantic, and if not, why not?

It’s a question asked by Tim Leberecht in his most recent book, The Bu-
siness Romantic, which encourages casual readers and die-hard business 
people alike to reconsider how they approach the world of work. As well 
as his work as an author and speaker at conferences including TED, New 
Cities Summit and the World Economic Forum, Tim is also an expert in 
marketing and workplace innovation, previously holding a marketing posi-
tion at Frog Design, and currently serving as the chief marketing officer at NBBJ – a global 
design and architecture firm.

At this year’s Touring Exhibitions Meeting in Istanbul, we’ve invited Tim to share his busi-
ness insights, and discuss how a new approach can be found by abandoning “traditional” 
business tools, such as big data, and embracing the worlds of art and philosophy.

“Strangely, though, we have divorced business from the full expression of our humanity, 
from our emotional and spiritual needs,” Tim commented, in his recent interview in the 
2015 SC Exhibitions Magazine. “We view the ideal business person as the rational decisi-
on-maker and the cool pragmatist. Inconsistencies, ambiguity, and impulsiveness are out. 
Tears – the epitome of intense emotions – are taboo.”

Join us on Friday September 11 to hear Tim’s keynote speech, which will be 
followed by a book signing – an opportunity for all attendees to get their free 
copies of The Business Romantic autographed.

A must-attend for any delegates whose work crosses the boundaries of art and business.

Read more about The Business Romantic here: www.timleberecht.com/books
Twitter: @TimLeberecht

September 11, 2015
TEM 2015
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Phone: +39 06545662 
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Dany Louise:
“ Are you talking to me?  
Writing gallery texts and wall  
panels for your visitors”

Dany Louise is a writer obsessed with language, art and cultural policy. She 
regularly contributes reviews, features and research to The Guardian, the 
New Statesman and a-n Art News, and frequently works with arts organi-
sations on strategic projects, including advising them on how to better communicate their 
identity to visitors. She has taught at three UK universities and was awarded a Master of 
Philosophy degree in 2014 for her research into biennials of art and public policy.

Her book, The Interpretation Matters Handbook, critiques the writing produced by art 
galleries for public information and explores why it can so often miss its target. It humoro-
usly challenges your preconceived ideas, interrogates accepted notions of art language and 
wonders if simpler language can be used to communicate better – because good writing 
matters. If you are an exhibition maker, work in the visual arts or are a regular gallery 
visitor, then you will find this book informative, entertaining and provocative.

We’re delighted to welcome Dany Louise as a keynote speaker at this year’s Touring 
Exhibitions Meeting, on September 12, when she’ll be discussing the common mistakes 
institutions can avoid when writing gallery texts. To get a preview, read her article: www.
theguardian.com/culture-professionals-network/2015/aug/04/writing-gallery-texts-pa-
nels-common-mistakes-interpretation

Delegates will all receive their own free copy of the book, and can meet with 
Dany after the keynote to get it signed.

Read more from Dany Louise on her websites: www.interpretationmatters.com and www.
danylouise.wordpress.com and follow her on Twitter: @DanyLouise

September 12, 2015
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Jasper Visser:
Strategies and insights 
for audiences in a digital time
How many times have you been online today? What about looked at your 
phone? Checked Twitter or Facebook? As mobile devices become our 
ever-present companions, and as we increasingly live our lives online, 
digital engagement has become a new area of focus for businesses around 
the globe. The world of museums and exhibitions is no different, and these 
days planning an exhibition is no longer just about visitor numbers, it’s also about how we 
engage and interact with the digital world through that exhibition.

Independent consultant Jasper Visser has spent the last ten years exploring the importance 
of digital engagement, working with a range of clients that include various cultural institu-
tions, authors and artists, to incorporate the digital world into their strategy.

With his decade of experience, there’s no-one better placed to share insights into the ways 
exhibition producers and promoters can engage audiences in this digital time, and TEM is 
proud to be hosting two one-hour workshops with Jasper at this year’s meeting in Istanbul.

These workshops – both of which take place on September 12 – will focus on using Jasper’s 
research and behavioural insights to understand what digital audiences want, as well as to 
explore and debate the role digital engagement should play in exhibition planning. We re-
commend them as a must-visit for all attendees involved in planning or promoting shows.
 
Read more from Jasper Visser on The Museum of the Future here:  
www.themuseumofthefuture.com/about or on his website www.inspiredbycoffee.com

September 12, 2015
TEM 2015
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Thursday, September 10
Hilton Istanbul Bomonti Hotel and Conference Center

4:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Early Registration

6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Warm Up Reception  
at the Hilton’s Rooftop Bar, Cloud 34

From 8:00 p.m. 

Off-Conference: Dine Out in Istanbul
We recommend that you set your dinner appointments with friends and partners for this night, follow-
ing the Warm Up Reception. See our social media channels for our #TEMTips and the registration desk 
onsite for dining recommendations.

Friday, September 11
Hilton Istanbul Bomonti Hotel and Conference Center

From 9:00 a.m.

Registration and Help Desk

From 9:00 a.m.

TEM Business Lounge Open
Join us from 9:00 a.m. at the Hilton Istanbul Bomonti Hotel and Conference Center. The TEM Business Lounge 
will be open for you to meet fellow delegates and to set up your own meetings over coffee and tea.

10:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.

Morning Show: Your Friday Morning at TEM
Hosted by Conference Editor Garry Shaw and SC Exhibitions Director Christoph Scholz

Whilst the Business Lounge is open for your meetings, you are welcome to come into the main conference 
room for our first attendee orientation, where we’ll introduce our sponsors and the TEM2015 team. You’ll also 
get to hear some of the latest gossip from our industry with the help of the Touring Exhibitions News!

PROGRAMME
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11:00 a.m. – 11:45 a.m.

Opening Lecture  
Gerri Morris: “The Importance of Exhibitions in Cities”

Temporary exhibitions are a major feature of London’s cultural offer, and provide an 
ever-changing source of cultural sustenance for Londoners and a focus for visitors 
to the capital. There is a wide range of temporary, paid-for exhibitions running in Lon-
don at any time, with hugely varied subjects and curatorial approaches. While some 
will successfully attract large audiences throughout their run, some will struggle, 
seeing lower visitor numbers than they had hoped for in general, or great variation in 
visitor numbers at different points in their run. Why is this? What makes an exhibition 
successful?

In this session, Gerri Morris, of Morris Hargreaves McIntyre, will share insights from 
the largest survey of temporary exhibitions ever undertaken. She’ll explore why 

people go to exhibitions and who the audience for them is. Gerri will also offer insights into how best to com-
municate with visitors, which channels resonate with them and how museums and galleries can effectively 
engage with and grow their audiences.

12:00 p.m. – 12:30 p.m.

Product Demo Italian Entertainment Network         

12:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Welcome Lunch      Sponsored by 
 

2:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.

Welcome to TEM 2015

2:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Lecture & Book Signing  
Tim Leberecht: “The Business Romantic”
Author and marketing expert Tim Leberecht shares his business insights and, draw-
ing on his recent book The Business Romantic, discusses how a new approach can be 
found by abandoning “traditional” business tools, such as big data, and embracing 

the worlds of art and philosophy. A must-attend for any delegates 
whose work crosses the boundaries of culture and business.

Delegates will all receive their own free copy of the book, and can meet 
with Tim after the keynote to get it signed.
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4:00 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Coffee Break      Sponsored by   

4:30 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.

The TEM Live Flea Market – 30 Presentations in 90 Minutes
One of the most enjoyable parts of the conference, the infamous TEM Flea Market  
returns this year. Delegates are given three minutes each to present their exhibitions  
and venues to the rest of us, allowing a quick and entertaining way of knowing who does what, where.

7:30 p.m. – 10:30 p.m.

Friday Night Fever at the Midpoint 
Restaurant, Beyoğlu 
With the motto “everybody’s meeting point,” the Midpoint Restau-
rant in the historic area of Beyoğlu serves delicious international cui-
sine in luxurious surroundings. From the restaurant’s rooftop terrace, 
delegates will be able to see beautiful views over the Bosphorus and 
the rooftops of the city on two continents. The dinner is an opportunity to relax, after a full first day of events, 
and enjoy some food and wine in the company of colleagues, past and perhaps future business partners. 

 

  Shuttle buses will depart from the hotel to the Midpoint Restaurant from 7:00 p.m. and will 
return delegates to the hotel after the event.

PROGRAMME
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Saturday, September 12
Hilton Istanbul Bomonti Hotel and Conference Center

9:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Registration and Help Desk

10:00 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.

Welcome to the Day 

10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.

Workshop with Jasper Visser Part I
Independent consultant Jasper Visser has spent the last ten years exploring the 
importance of digital engagement, working with a range of clients that include 
various cultural institutions, authors and artists, to incorporate the digital world into 
their strategy. This year he’ll be hosting two workshops that explore his research and 
behavioural insights, using them to understand what digital audiences want, and 
the role digital engagement should play in exhibition planning.

11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

Lecture & Book Signing Dany Louise:  
“Are You Talking to Me? Writing Gallery Texts 
and Wall Panels for Your Visitors”
Producing writing that informs, entertains and inspires your audience is essential for 
exhibitions of all types and sizes. But why is it so hard to do? What are the differences 
between adequate and excellent writing? In her talk, arts writer Dany Louise explores 
why many cultural organisations struggle to communicate in a clear, friendly way 
with their visitors, and reveals seven common mistakes to avoid. Dele-

gates are welcome to submit examples of their own text panels for an instant review by Dany. 
But be warned, she is a professional critic! 

Delegates will all receive their own free copy of The Interpretation Matters Handbook, and can 
meet with Dany after her talk to get it signed.

12:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Lunch Break      Sponsored by   
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2:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.

Workshop with Jasper Visser Part II
Join us for the second part of Jasper Visser’s workshop on digital engagement.

3:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Coffee Break      Sponsored by 

4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

4 Years of TEM – Conference Round Up
Come and join us as we round up this year’s meeting and see The Touring Exhibitions News brought to life in 
an informal programme that will bring the conference to a close. Drawing on our archive of interviews and 
profile stories with key production companies and individuals, we’ll be putting on a “performance” of some of 
the highlights, as well as offering an opportunity for delegates to share their own thoughts. Not just a chance 
for discussion amongst industry colleagues, we hope this will open a forum to share different opinions from 
around the world of touring exhibitions.

7:30 p.m. – 10:30 p.m.

Bosphorus Boat Tour –  
The TEM Love Boat 2015     
Sponsored by  

Join us for a leisurely cruise down the Bosphorus, as we bring TEM 
to a close. With beautiful views of the city, this is an opportunity 
to relax, enjoy some fine food and drinks, and spend time in the 
company of colleagues.

As a special surprise, our Media Partner, The Guide Istanbul, will give 
each delegate a free copy of Cooking on the Boat, so that everybody can take 
a small taste of Istanbul home with them!

 

 

  Shuttle buses will depart from the hotel to the TEM Love Boat from 7:00 p.m. and return dele-
gates to the hotel after the event.

PROGRAMME
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